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Abstract 

The effects of cooling rate on microstructure and microtexture development during solidification of 

IN713C nickel-based superalloy have been studied with a range of cooling rate from 0.3 °C/s to 4°C/s 

(air cooled). The results showed an increase in grain size (from 140 µm to 2 mm) and carbides volume 

fraction (1.3% to 2%) with increasing cooling rate. It was also found that primary γ’ size decreased 

with increasing cooling rate. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the dendrite structure was 

weakened with decreasing cooling rate. The dendrite structure was nearly eliminated at slowest cooling 

rate applied here (0.3 °C/s). Eutectic clusters that mainly consisted of large γ’, Ni7Zr2, M3B2 type 

boride and/or MC-type carbide precipitates were identified in air cooled samples. These undesirable 

clusters presented specific morphologies and their density (volume fraction) was found to decrease 

with decreasing cooling rate. Moreover, predominant phase separation of γ’ is observed in the slowest 

cooling sample and in interdendritic areas in the fastest cooling sample. Hardness test results showed 

a slight decrease in hardness with decreasing cooling rate. This may result from the combined effects 

of detrimental effect of larger γ’ and beneficial effect of smaller grain size in slowest cooling sample. 

The observations demonstrated here can contribute greatly to the modification of standard investment 

casting parameters that applied during IN713C turbine wheels production for turbochargers. 
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IN713C is a γ’ precipitation hardened cast nickel-based superalloy that has been used in large 

quantities for decades because of its good castability, suitable mechanical properties and 

microstructural stability at elevated temperatures [1]. Specifically, IN713C are mainly used in the form 

of precision cast parts for hot-end turbocharger wheels in the automotive and power generation 

industries, in which, fatigue is the major failure form for the material [2]. It has been comprehensively 

revealed and discussed in our recent investigations [3, 4] that microstructure and microtexture, such as 

carbides, dendritic structure, grain size and crystallographic orientation, play critical roles on fatigue 

crack initiation and propagation process in IN713C. Therefore, tailoring microstructure and 

microtexture through casting process or afterwards heat treatment process are important for property 

enhancement of the material. During the investment casting of IN713C nickel-based superalloy, 

cooling rate is a critical solidification parameter that can be relatively easily controlled both in 

industrial scale and campus-based lab scale. Thus, it is interesting to know the microstructure and 

microtexture variation with different cooling rates, which is of practical significance. 

Numerous studies have been conducted on the cooling rate correlation with microstructure alterations 

in nickel-based superalloy [5-13]. Some general trends of these microstructure changes with varying 

cooling rate have been drawn, such as the larger size of major strengthening phase γ’ and bigger 

interdendric space resulted from slower cooling rates. Moreover, the morphological changes of γ’ [8] 

and the composition changes in γ’ of different generations [10] have been analysed widely.  However, 

it seems that most of these cooling studies focused on γ’ with less attentions to other secondary phases 

or microstructure that have great influence on the mechanical properties of the alloy. This was mainly 

due to the general belief that the basic γ’/γ structure account for most of the strength in nickel-based 

superalloys. However, as mentioned above, fatigue strength or fatigue crack initiation / propagation 

are more sensetive to inhomogenuous distributed or irregular shaped phases that give rise to localised 

strains. Particularly, this was the case in superalloys that have complex compositions and consist of 

multiple phases, such as in the current studied alloy, IN713C. In general, the microstructure of IN713C 

after solidification has not been fully characterised as it was out of industrial interests. In a stress 

rupture test of IN 713C, Matysiak et al. [14] noticed other phases such as Ni7Zr2 and boride (M3B2) in 

addition to γ’ and carbides can be present in the alloy. However, the details of these precipitates, such 

as the morphology, distribution and the relationship between these phases, have not been reported yet. 

In the current investigation, a few solidification trials of IN713C have been undertaken in the 

laboratory. Multiscale characterisation techniques were utilised for a complete microstructure and 

microtexture characterisation. Further attention was paid on grain size, dendritic structure and the 

associated phase precipitation. Moreover, the hardness test was conducted to reveal the effects of 
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varying microstructures features and crystallographic orientation on hardness of the alloy. This study 

also provides a data base for IN713C superalloy which has been mainly used in as-cast condition. 

 

2. Experimental Procedures 

The material used for this study was IN713C nickel-based superalloy and the chemical composition 

(wt.%) is 12.50% Cr, 6.10% Al, 4.20% Mo, 2.20% (Nb+Ta), 0.80% Ti, 0.12% C, 0.10% Zr, 0.01% B 

and Ni. To simulate and study the effects of cooling rate during solidification on the microstructure 

(dendritic, grains, carbides and γ’), solidification experiment was undertaken with different cooling 

rates using induction furnace with Ar gas protection. The specimen was first heat up to 1550°C within 

15 mins and hold for 15 minutes, then cooled down with different cooling rates (controlled by heating 

system manipulator in the furnace used) in a crucible ring with the size of ∅12×24 mm, see 

Supplementary material Fig. S1. The cooling rates were calculated based on the average slop between 

1400~400ºC, and four cooling rates, i.e., 4 °C/s (air cooling, denoted as AC, the highest cooling rate 

in the trials), 2.8 °C/s (denoted as 2C), 1.2 °C/s (denoted as 3C) and 0.3 °C/s (the slowest cooling rate, 

denoted as 4C) were selected for detailed characterisations, see Fig. S1. Afterwards, the solidified 

sample were cut through the longitudinal direction (solidification direction). The cross-section surface 

was then mounted with conductive bakelite, grinded with progressive SiC papers, polished and 

culminated with 0.05 μm colloidal silica before optical, SEM observation and hardness test. Both 

chemical etching (5g CuCl2, 100 ml hydrochloric acid and 100 ml ethanol for 2s to remove γ’ 

precipitate) and electrolytical etching (10% phosphoric acid at 3-5V for 3-5s to remove γ matrix) 

methods were used for microstructure observation by using Keyence light microscope and field 

emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM), JEOL 7800F. The SEM is equipped with 

both EDS (electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) and EBSD (electron backscatter diffraction) 

detectors for elemental and grain size/orientation analysis, respectively. TEM (Transmission Electron 

Microscopy) and HAADF-STEM (High Angle Annular Dark Field-Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy) were used for phase identification and high-resolution composition identification. Thin 

foils for TEM (FEI-Talos 200F) observation were prepared by grinding to a thickness of 50 ~ 60 μm, 

followed by twin-jet electronic thinning using Struers Tenupol III. For this, an electrolyte of 10% 

perchloric acid in methanol was used at -30 ºC and 25 V. The TEM system is equipped with a Silicon 

Drift Detector (SDD) for Super-EDS. During EBSD scanning, for large area of the cross-section, a 

large step size of 8 µm and 8 × 8 binning were used for fast scanning. Smaller step size of 200 nm for 

hardness loading area and 4 × 4 binning were chosen for high resolution mapping. The EBSD data 
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analyses were conducted using standard HKL-EBSD Channel 5 software package. The GND and slip 

trace mapping were calculated using in-house python code. The principles and details of the 

calculations were reported previously in [3, 15]. The hardness tests used Vickers hardness, and the 

loading force of 3Kgf was chosen. The loading holding time was 15s. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Effects of cooling rate on grain structure, γ’ and carbides 

Fig. 1 shows IPFs (Inverse pole figures) // Y (solidification direction) for samples with four varying 

cooling rates. The figure clearly shows grain size decrease with decreasing cooling rate, from ~ 2 mm 

in air cooling (AC, 4 °C/s) sample (Fig. 1a), ~350 µm in 2C (2.8 °C/s) sample (Fig. 1b), ~210 µm in 

3C (1.2 °C/s) sample (Fig. 1c) to ~ 140 µm in 4C (0.3 °C/s) sample (Fig. 1d). According to the 

orientation distribution function (ODF) maps for 3C and 4C samples, there was no predominant texture 

formed during solidification when the grain size decreased whilst the grain numbers increased. 

 

Fig. 1 IPFs // solidification direction (Y direction) showing grain size and structures varying with different 
cooling rate: (a) 4°C/s, noted as AC (Air cooling), (b) 2.8°C/s, noted as 2C, (C) 1.2°C/s, noted as 3C and (d) 

0.3°C/s, noted as 4C. The average grain size for each structure is also listed on the figures. 
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Fig. 2 Size and morphology of primary γ’ varying with different cooling rate: (a) AC, (b) 2C, (C) 3C and (d) 
4C. The average γ’ size for each cooling rate is also listed on the figures. The images are selected from 

dendrite area if there is apparent dendritic structure in the solidification samples. (e) Summary of grain size 
and primary γ’ size at varying cooling rates. 
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Fig. 3 Primary γ’ in dendritic and interdendritic area in samples containing dendritic structures. (a, b) from AC 
sample and (c, d) from 2C sample. Initial state of phase separation is indicated by red dash circles in (b) and 

(d). 

Fig. 2 shows the primary γ’ size and morphology evolutions with varying cooling rates. The results 

showed that there were two sets of γ’ precipitation observed in the cast alloy, i.e., the large size (200-

700 nm) precipitating around 810 °C which are termed ‘primary γ’’ here, and the small size (10-30 

nm) precipitating during lower temperature period of cooling, which are termed ‘secondary γ’’. The 

morphology and size of secondary γ’ are shown and discussed in Fig. 3. The result from Fig. 2 indicates 

a larger primary γ’ size with decreasing cooling rate. This is in an agreement with studies in [6-9]. 

Specifically, the average primary γ’ size changed from around 160 nm in AC, 240 nm in 2C, 380 nm 

in 3C to around 720 nm in 4C. The morphology of primary γ’ in all samples are essentially cubic shape, 

except a bit small round corner is observed in primary γ’ in AC sample. For primary γ’ in 4C sample, 

in addition to the cubic shape, some large γ’ seem to be cut through by two perpendicular lines in the 

centre, see Fig. 2d. This is called phase separation phenomenon [16-18] and will be introduced in Fig. 

5 in detail. Fig. 2e presents the summary of grain size and primary γ’ size at varying cooling rates. The 

data has already been listed on Fig.1 and Figs. 2a-d, but the trend in Fig. 2e shows that the cooling rate 

of 2C (2.3/s) dramatically decrease the grain size and meanwhile, keep the primary γ’ size small 

compared to AC condition. This indicates a bit lower cooling rate than Air cooling may lead to much 

better microstructure (both small grain and γ’ size). 

It should be noted that the γ’ phases in Fig. 2 are imaged from dendritic area where the sample has 

predominant dendritic structure, such as AC sample. Fig. 3 presents two examples of the difference in 

primary γ’ from dendritic area and interdendritic area in AC and 2C sample. A bit larger size of γ’ and 
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non-uniformed distribution of γ’ can be found in interdendritic area compared to dendrite area. 

Moreover, the phase separation can also be observed in interdendritic area as indicated by red dotted 

circles in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3d. 

The effect of solidification cooling rate on secondary γ’ is exemplified in Fig. 4. In 3C sample, very 

fine spherical secondary γ’ particles with 10-30 nm in size are uniformly distributed in the γ channel 

(Figs. 4a, b). Whilst in 4C sample of slower cooling rate, not only are the size of these uniformed 

spherical secondary γ’ particles (Fig. 4c) a little larger (20-60 nm) than in 3C, some dendritic shape 

secondary γ’ with around 200 nm in size can be observed along the grain boundaries in 4C sample 

(indicated by red arrow in Fig. 4d). According to the hierarchy of γ’ shape evolution [19], it is 

concluded that slower cooling rates produce much higher misfit between γ’ and γ than high cooling 

rate samples. 

As discussed above, phase separation occurred both in 4C sample and interdendritic area of AC sample. 

Some detailed examples in 4C are shown in Fig. 5 where a few typical phase separation sites are 

highlighted by red dashed circles and numbered as 1-4. The phase separation in nickel-based 

superalloy is also reported in literature [16-18]. It shows that phase separation initiated either on the 

edge of primary γ’ (1, 2 in Fig. 5d) or in the centre of primary γ’ (3, 4 in Fig. 5d), which agrees with 

[17]. During slow cooling rate, solute elements, especially heavy atomic elements such as Ta, Mo and 

Nb need longer time to diffuse uniformly, which provides an excessive amount to the formation of γ’. 

This is also a reason of large γ’ size in slower cooling sample (4C). However, this high element 

containing condition of γ’ also leads into a super-saturation status, therefor facilitate the occurrence of 

phase separation [17, 18]. The same situation applies to the interdendritic area in dendrite structures, 

where most of heavy atomic element are partitioned to interdendritic areas [3]. The specific effects of 

this phase separation on the mechanical property of superalloy are yet to be examined, but it is believed 

that this phase separation can retard the coarsening of γ’ phase [17]. 
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Fig. 4 Effects of cooling rate on secondary γ’. secondary γ’in gamma channel from 3C (a, b) and 4C sample 
(c, d) were selected. Notice the difference in size and morphology of secondary γ’. 

 

Fig. 5 Phase separation in slowest cooling rate sample (4C). SE (second electron) mode (a) and BS 
(backscatter) mode (b) in SEM imaged for the same area to offer better contrast.  Some of phase separation 
sites are highlighted with red dashed circles in (a, b) and magnified in (d). (c) shows a 3-D phase separation 

perspective by deep etching. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of cooling rate on carbides volume fraction and distribution. (a-c) in AC and (d-f) in 4C. (a, d) 
optical images showing carbides distribution with white contrast; (b, e) optical images after image processing 
showing carbides distribution and volume fraction with black contrast; (c, f) SEM images showing carbides 

distribution. 

The microstructure witnesses a weakening dendritic structure with slowing cooling rate. Fig. 6 shows 

the representative dendritic structure in AC (Figs. 6a-c) and corresponding area in 4C (Figs. 6d-f). The 

result shows a clear dendritic structure in AC (Fig. 6c) and almost elimination of dendritic structure in 

4C (Fig. 6f). By utilising BS (backscatter electron) mode in SEM, it is easy to identify the distribution 

of carbides by the white contrast in SEM images, i.e., in interdendritic area in AC (Fig. 6c) and along 

grain boundary in 4C (Fig. 6f). Also, the contrast in optical images can be used to calculate the volume 

fraction of carbides. As carbides in IN713C have been widely reported by the authors [2, 3] and others 

[5, 14], the morphology and distribution of individual carbide will not be focused here. It should be 

pointed out here that not only carbides that are located in the interdendritic area but also the other 

phases such as boride and Ni7Zr2 exhibit the same contrast as carbides in optical and SEM images. 

Therefore, calculation of the volume fraction of carbides for AC and 4C is a rough estimation and a 

slight overestimation, especially in AC. However, it is still safe to claim that slower cooling rate leads 

to decrease in the precipitation of carbides, with 1.3% volume fraction of carbides in 4C and nearly 2% 

in AC.  

 

3.2. Effects of cooling rate on secondary phase precipitation 
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As in other nickel-based superalloys, the general phases in cast IN713C include γ matrix, strengthening 

γ’ phase (primary and secondary γ’) and carbides (mainly MC-type carbides here). In addition to these 

phases, there are other two phases, Ni7Zr2 and M3B2-type boride might present. Although these two 

phases have been noticed by Matysiak et.al [14], their precipitation location, morphology, and their 

relationship with other phases have rarely been reported. Here, we present a complete characterisation 

of these phases in IN713C and demonstrate their formation correlation with cooling rate via utilising 

multiscale characterisation techniques. 

The representative microstructure including these phases in a large area are shown in Fig. S2 and Fig. 

S3 for AC and 4C, respectively. In interdendritic area of AC sample, in addition to carbides, other 

phases with complicated precipitation structure are also observed to segregate in the area. In the current 

study, we define the ‘eutectic cluster’ as the basic precipitation unit for three or four phases. The most 

predominant feature of this cluster is one large γ’ associated with Ni7Zr2 and/or M3B2-type boride 

and/or carbides. This cluster unit is counted for a few large areas in both AC and 4C samples to 

compare the precipitation density. In an area of 400 × 300 µm2, there are totally 35 eutectic clusters in 

AC sample (Fig. S2). However, in an area in 4C of 930 × 750 µm2 (Fig. S3), almost 6 times larger 

than the area in Fig. S2, there are totally 5 these clusters with very weak precipitation. It should be 

noted that in Fig. S3, some sites only consist of large γ’ without other phases and will not be classified 

as a cluster, such as 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. S3. The average cluster density ratio was found to be ~ 35:1 

in AC: 4C. 

Figs. 7-13 present examples of clusters and reveal their chemical compositions, general morphology 

and distribution. 
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Fig. 7 Representative SEM image of eutectic clusters and EDS mapping in AC, showing the structure, 
morphology and elements distribution of four phases in the cluster: large γ’, MC, Ni7Zr2 and M3B2. (a) SE 

mode image, (b) BS mode image; (c) BC (Band contrast) mode image. (d) Overlapping EDS elements 
mapping. The rest are individual EDS element mapping. Note the element mapping of B was attached in Fig. 

S5, separately. 

Fig. 7 shows a large serial of clusters consist of several large γ’, a few carbides, Ni7Zr2 and M3B2-type 

borides, which are indicated in band contrast image in Fig. 7c. As defined above for cluster, it shows 

Ni7Zr2 and borides precipitate around large γ’, and borides exhibit blocky script shape while Ni7Zr2 

show dot-connected morphology. The typical point EDS spectrum of each precipitate are shown in 

Fig. S4. Combined with point spectrum and EDS mapping, it is confirmed that Ni7Zr2 majorly rich in 

Ni, Zr and very slightly in Nb, Cr and Mo; Carbides majorly rich in Nb, Mo, Ti, C and very slightly in 

Zr, which is in line with the results in [3]; M3B2-type borides majorly rich in Mo, Cr and B with low 

concentration of Nb and Ni. It should be emphasised here that the EDS mapping of element B cannot 

be presented here without obscurity as the detection of low atomic number elements such as B in EDS 

system is notoriously difficult and the accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, cautious should be 

taken in choosing B element in indexing EDS data. Despite its ambiguity, however, we believe it is 

still of valuable to provide the EDS mapping of B in Supplementary materials (see Fig. S5) for a 

comparison purpose and for readers’ own judgement. Fig. S5 contains all the B element mappings 

from all borides presented in the paper, i.e., Figs. 7, 10, 12 and 13. This index limitation for B in EDS 

can be exemplified by the failure of distinguishing the element of C and B in the mapping of carbides, 
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see Fig. S5a. The result shows that there are elements segregation around the cluster according to the 

EDS mapping. For instance, a rich in Mo, Cr, a slight deletion in Ni and severe deletion in Al are 

observed along the cluster phases, see Fig. 7. 

Another two examples of clusters imaged by HAADF-STEM are given in Fig. 8. The diffraction 

patterns (DP) analysis, EDS mapping (and point) for each phase(s) are presented in Figs. 9-13. 

 

Fig. 8 Two representative STEM-HAADF images showing the eutectic cluster in AC sample. Different phases 
are indicated and yellow rectangular areas are EDS-mapped and showed in following figures. 

 

 

Fig. 9 EDS mapping of MC-type carbide which is mapped in the area of ‘EDS 1’ in Fig. 8a. 
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Fig. 10 EDS mapping of M3B2-type boride and Ni7Zr2 which were mapped in the area of ‘EDS 2’ in Fig. 8a. 
The Diffraction Pattern (DP) and dark field (DF) image of boride are showed in (b) and (c), respectively. (d) 

Overlapping of EDS mapping of most elements. The mapping of B is attached in Fig. S5, separately. 
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Fig. 11 Images of Ni7Zr2 in Fig. 8a. (a) BF image, (b) STEM-HAADF image, (c) DP of Ni7Zr2 and (d) DF 
image of Ni7Zr2. It is the same Ni7Zr2 as in Fig. 10 but with 90° counter-clockwise rotation. 

 

Fig. 12 EDS mapping of Ni7Zr2 and M3B2-type boride which were mapped in the area of ‘EDS 3’ in Fig. 8a. 
Note the weaved structure of these two phases. The mapping of B is attached in Fig. S5, separately. 
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Fig. 13 EDS mapping of M3B2-type boride and Ni7Zr2 which were mapped in the area of ‘EDS 4’ in Fig. 8b. 
The DP and DF image of boride are showed in (b) and (c), respectively. (d) Overlapping of EDS mapping of 

most elements. The mapping of B is attached in Fig. S5, separately. 

Fig. 9 shows high-resolution EDS maps of MC-type carbide shown previously in Fig. 8a (EDS 

mapping 1) and further confirms that the carbides are rich in C, Nb, Mo, Ti and Zr. Fig. 10 shows the 

element EDS mapping of two blocky Ni7Zr2 and M3B2-type boride, and the DP (Fig. 10b) and 

correspondingly dark field (DF) image of boride (Fig. 10c). The TEM-based EDS point spectrum of 

the two phases were also listed in Fig. S6. This also confirms that the Ni7Zr2 are mainly rich in Ni, Zr, 

and slightly in Nb, and there is no element Mo to be detected. For boride, it largely riches in Mo, Cr 

and slightly rich in Nb and Ni according to point EDS spectrum (Fig. S6b) which agrees well with 

SEM-based EDS results shown earlier. It needs to be emphasised again that care was taken in selecting 

B element during EDS data acquisition. However, combined EDS data with DP identification, the 

phase is very likely to be M3B2-type boride and mainly riches in Mo and Cr. The crystallographic 

structure of tetragonal with lattice parameter a=b=5.8 Å, c=3.1 Å was calculated and validated. The 

Ni7Zr2 in this region of interest was further characterised using bright field (BF) image (see Fig. 11a), 

STEM-HAADF image (see Fig. 11b), DP (see Fig. 11c) and DF image (see Fig. 11d). It should be 

noted that the specimen in Fig. 11 was rotated 90° counter clockwise compared to that shown in Fig. 

10. Based on the EDS spectrums of both TEM/SEM and DP analyses, it is confirmed that this 

elongated phase indicated in Figs. 10 and 11 was Ni7Zr2 phase with a monoclinic crystallographic 

structure and lattice parameters of a=4.7 Å, b=8.2 Å, c=12.2 Å and β=95.8º. 

Fig. 12 shows another set of precipitated phases of Ni7Zr2 and boride, and their EDS maps (same area 

shown in Fig. 8a for EDS 3). It is interesting to note that they precipitated not only together, but also 

in a weaved way with each other. They show a slightly different contrast in HAADF image as indicated 

in Fig. 12, and can be further distinguished by EDS mapping, i.e., phases rich in Mo and Cr are boride 

while in Ni and Zr are Ni7Zr2. This particular precipitation morphology of these two phases can be 

verified by two more examples shown in Fig. S7. Again, they precipitated closely together and Ni7Zr2 

present ‘meshed net’ shape while boride present dotted, separated and small blocky shape as shown in 

Fig. S7. 

Another eutectic cluster imaged by HAADF in Fig. 8b (EDS 4) is further analysed in Fig. 13. Ni7Zr2 / 

boride / carbide precipitated simultaneously beside large γ’ or γ’-γ eutectic. Ni7Zr2 and boride 

precipitated together but not in a ‘weaved’ way. Ni7Zr2 again shows a ‘meshed’ morphology and boride 

shows a blocky morphology. Moreover, there is an elongated thin carbide precipitating in the middle 

of Ni7Zr2 and boride. The DP (Fig. 13b) and DF image (Fig. 13c) of boride are also shown in the figure. 
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Here, according to the detailed characterisation for the above representative eutectic clusters and the 

phases within them, it is concluded that the most common cluster consist of a large γ’ associated with 

combined Ni7Zr2 and/or boride precipitation. There are two spatial distributions for Ni7Zr2 and boride 

when they coexist, i.e., either precipitating in close neighbourhood or in a weaved mixture way. 

However, Ni7Zr2 usually has the meshed, connected morphology and boride usually has separated 

blocky morphology. These precipitation and morphology features can be used as a rule of thumb to 

quickly identify the type of phase without further chemical or crystal examination, such as used in the 

Fig. S2 and Fig. S3. 

 

3.3. Effects of cooling rate on hardness 

Hardness tests have been carried out for all samples produced with varying cooling rates. The results 

show that various crystallographic orientations and grain sizes that were generated at different cooling 

rates have specific effects on hardness of the alloy investigated here. Fig. 14 shows the effect of grain 

orientation on slip system activated during indentation. In the AC sample with only a few grains 

presents (Fig. 1a), it was evident that orientation parameters affected hardness values greatly. For 

instance, the hardness value from Goss orientation (110)<001>, 430 HV (Fig. 14a) is higher than that 

of near Cube orientation (001)<100>, 387 HV (Fig. 14a, AC-site 1). This is expected as Cube 

orientation is usually regarded as ‘soft’ orientation that is easy for octahedral (1-10)<111> slip systems 

activation [15]. A hardness has been loaded in a single grain with Brass orientation (<111>//LD) in 4C 

sample. The brass orientation is usually regarded as ‘hard’ grain with less possibility of octahedral slip 

system activation. This aspect is further clarified via the following slip traces analysis and Schmid 

factor calculations. In near Cube grain, there are majorly two slip planes: (-111) with the highest SF 

of 0.45 in red line (Fig. 14c) and (11-1) with also the highest SF of 0.45 in blue line (Fig. 14c) that 

have been activated. The blue line corresponds to the slip traces in the bottom left (have been magnified 

in Fig. 14c) and up right areas in Fig. 14b, and the red line corresponds to the slip traces in the bottom 

right and up left areas in Fig. 14b. In contrast, in the loading site in 4C sample (Fig. 14e), only majorly 

(1-11) planes with the highest SF of 0.43 (red line in Fig. 14e) has been activated, see the slip traces 

in the bottom left and up right areas in Fig. 14e. Moreover, besides these activated slip planes, the SF 

of other possible slip planes in near Cube grain are averagely higher than in Brass grain, e.g., 0.40 of 

(1-11) plane and 0.39 of (111) plane in the near Cube grain against 0.28 of (11-1) plane, 0.15 of (111) 

plane and 0.14 of (-111) plane in the Brass grain. It should be mentioned that the hardness of Brass 

grain (380 HV) in 4C sample is very close to the near Cube grain (387 HV) in AC sample. However, 
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the size of primary γ’ in 4C is much larger than that in AC. It is generally believed that with the similar 

γ’ volume fraction, superalloys with smaller size of γ’ possess higher strength [20, 21]. Therefore, it 

is assumed this close hardness values in these two grains is the balanced effect of γ’ size (smaller grain 

size increase hardness) and crystallographic orientation (“soft” grain orientation decrease hardness).  

 

Fig. 14 Effects of crystallographic orientation on hardness. (a-c) in AC sample and (d, e) in 4C sample. (b, c) 
are hardness test in Cube grain in AC, and (d, e) are hardness test within a single grain with Brass orientation. 

(a, d) are IPFs // loading direction (Z). (b) (c) and (e) are FSD (Forward scatter detector) images showing 
actual slip traces. The calculated slip traces are superimposed on the figures together with Schmid factor 

calculations. 
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Fig. 15 Hardness test on another site in the Cube grain in AC to show the GND distribution and slip traces in 
terms of dendritic structure. (a-c) before loading and (d-f) after loading in the same area. (g, j) Two magnified 
dendritic areas showing the slip traces. Element mapping of Nb were used to show the dendrite structure in (b, 

e); GND mapping of (c), (f) and (h) correspond to area of (a), (d) and (g), respectively. 
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Fig. 16 Effects of neighbouring grains on slip activation and hardness. Another two hardness tests in 4C 
sample. (a, c) FSD images of two sites after loading; (b, d) Corresponding IPFs//LD. The calculated slip traces 
are superimposed on the figures. (e) The average hardness values for four samples with varying cooling rates. 

As the loading site is within a single grain and the loading area is relatively small compared to the 

grain size, the effect of grain size on the hardness is assumed to be negligible in these cases. 

The deformation produced by loading during hardness test in relation with the dendritic structure has 

also been analysed by using GND calculation. The results are shown in Fig. 15. This new testing site 

is in the same near-Cube grain in AC sample as in Fig. 14b, and the slip trace directions (Fig. 15g, i 

and j) and SF values (Fig. 15g) are very close to the Fig. 14a-c. This is expected because these 

measurements were conducted within the same oriented grain. The GND density distribution has been 

calculated both before loading (Fig. 15c) and after loading (Fig. 15f) in the same area (Fig. 15a-f) for 

comparison. As expected, an increase in GND density around loading area were observed after loading. 

Interestingly, this dislocation density increasement shows a dendritic structure dependency, i.e., higher 
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dislocation density in interdendritic area was evident than in the dendritic area (Fig. 15f). Moreover, 

the GND map (Fig. 15h) of the magnified interdendritic/dendrite area (Fig. 15g) shows not only this 

dendrite-related disparity, but also slight density fluctuation across slip trace lines. It is also observed 

that a dendritic structure dependence of slip trace distribution, i.e., there are clear slip trace lines in 

dendritic area and these lines terminate in interdendritic areas, see Fig. 15j. These dendritic structure 

dependent GND and slip lines distributions are very similar to the situation of fatigue deformation as 

reported in [4]. In fatigue deformation, it is reported that fatigue striations are only limited in dendritic 

areas while high GND density are confined within interdenritic areas. It should be pointed out that the 

loading deformation in hardness test is different from the deformation mode of cyclic loading in fatigue. 

However, the result here combined with the results from [4] on fatigue seems to indicate the common 

function of dendrite structure and its interaction with movement of dislocations. Generally, it is 

concluded that the interdendritic areas act as ‘hard’ unit to hinder dislocation movement in both cyclic 

loading and plane slipping. This ‘hard’ nature is attributed to the element segregation during 

solidification and the resulting phases precipitation (carbides and eutectic phases), and probably the 

high misfit of γ/γ’ in interdendritic areas as discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2. 

Fig. 16 presents two examples of hardness test on grain boundary in 4C to reveal the effect of grain 

structure (size) on hardness and slip activation. Slip transfer can be observed from Grain 2 (G2) to 

Grain 3 (G3) in Fig. 16c, d (site 3 in 4C sample). One predominant feature of slip systems activated 

are their deviation (to different degrees) of actual slip planes from the calculated ones (the highest SF 

value lines), see Fig. 16a, c. This is generally believed to be affected by neighbouring oriented grains. 

According to classical Hall-Petch relations, the strength of materials will benefit from smaller grain 

size because of the dislocation pile-up on grain boundaries [22]. In hardness test, this strengthening 

effect by larger grain numbers (smaller grain size) is believed due to the geometrically compatibility 

needed for slip transfer in neighbouring grains. The average hardness of all samples in Fig. 16e shows 

a slight decrease in hardness with decreasing cooling rates. A possible explanation is the combined 

effect of significant increase in γ’ size (decrease hardness) and decrease in grain size (enhance hardness) 

with the former playing a more determining role. Nonetheless, the loading area is relatively small 

compared to grain size in the sample investigated here. Moreover, the area of interest was only 

comprised of a few grains even in 4C sample with smallest grain size among all samples studied here. 

 

4. Conclusions 
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In this paper, the effects of cooling rate on microstructure and microtexture after solidification in 

IN713C nickel-based superalloy have been studied. The grain structure, phases precipitation, dendrite 

structure and hardness tests have been characterised in detail. More attentions were paid to precipitates 

formation and deformation in relation with dendritic structure. Particularly, a term of ‘eutectic cluster’ 

was defined to reveal the precipitation rule of secondary phases such as Ni7Zr2 and M3B2-type boride, 

and to present the density of these phases in a statistic way. Based on the results and analyses, following 

conclusion could be reached: 

1. Decreasing cooling rate leads to smaller grain size, larger size of both primary and secondary 

γ’ and weakens the dendrite structure generated during solidification. 

2. Decreasing cooling rate slightly changed the morphology of primary γ’, from round cubic 

shape in AC (Air cooling) sample to cubic shape (4C sample with lowest cooling rate). Some 

secondary γ’ changed from spherical shape to dendritic shape. Phase separation of primary γ’ 

was observed in 4C sample and interdendritic area of AC sample. 

3. The volume fraction of carbides decreased with decreasing cooling rate, e.g., from ~2 % at AC 

to 1.3 % at 4C sample. Dendritic structure was gradually weakened with decreasing cooling 

rate, and at the lowest cooling rate (0.3°C/s), no dendritic structure was found. 

4. Typical eutectic cluster observed in the interdendritic area of high cooling rate sample (e.g., 

AC sample) consisted of relatively very large size γ’, Ni7Zr2 and/or M3B2-type boride, and 

sometimes with MC-type carbides. Cluster density decreased with decreasing cooling rate and 

the average eutectic cluster density ratio was found to be ~35:1in AC:4C.  

5. Ni7Zr2 precipitates were rich in Ni and Zr, slightly in Nb, has monoclinic crystal with lattice 

parameter a=4.7 Å, b=8.2 Å, c=12.2 Å and β=95.8º, and usually present a meshed connected 

morphology. The blocky, separated phase are assumed to be M3B2-type boride, largely rich in 

Mo and Cr, and slightly in Ni and Nb. This boride has tetragonal structure with lattice parameter 

a=b=5.8 Å, c=3.1 Å. Ni7Zr2 and M3B2-type boride usually precipitate closely together, either 

in a weaved connected way or in the neighbourhood. 

6. Crystallographic orientation has significant effect on the hardness. Cube orientation has low 

hardness with a ‘soft’ nature and multiple slip planes activation. Whereas Goss or Brass 

orientations have high hardness with a ‘hard’ nature and limited slip plane(s) activation. 

7. There is a dendrite structure dependent GND density distribution and slip trace lines 

distribution after loading. A higher GND density were found in interdendritic areas than in 

dendritic areas and the slip trace lines were limited to the dendrite areas. This slip distribution 
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is very similar to the striation distribution in fatigue test even though they have different 

deformation modes. 

8. Neighbouring grains have effects on the slip plane activations. Loading within single grain, the 

actual activation plane (slip trace lines) fit well with the calculated slip lines; while loading on 

multi-grains, there is deviation of the observed slip lines with calculated ones. 

9. There is a slight decrease in hardness in the samples produced at low cooling rate. This is 

assumed to be the combined effects of larger γ’ and smaller grain size, with the former playing 

a determining role. 
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